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CHAP~RI 
INTROPUCTION 
Results from studies by other research workers indicate that radar 
can be used to increase the knowledge of precipitation patterns for an 
area. A study of radar echoes would result in data concerning their 
mean, median, and extreme characteristics. Also, a computer may be 
used to speed the interpretation 0£ radar data, if the characteristics 
of the radar echo can be presented in digital form. 
Having access to film from the U. S. Weather Bureau at Amarillo, 
Texas gave the opportunity to make a study of radar echoes for the High 
Plains of Texas. Many of the storms that contribute precipitation to 
the High Plains are believed to be multicellular, and scattered rain 
gages do not provide an accurate characterization of the areal distri-
bution of precipitation. Radar scope pictures, because of their 
complete areal coverage, provide a better characterization of the 
precipitation patterns. 
This thesis presents the results of a study of the characteristics 
of radar echoes of convective precipitation for the High Plains of 
Texas. Methods revised and developed by the writer to facilitate data 
collection and analysis are also presented. 
l 
CHAPTER :CI; 
OBJEC~lVES. 
The objectives of this research project were as follows; 
l, · Develop a procedqz,e for converting to digital form radar 
echoes depi~ted on the plaq~position indicator scope to 
faoilit~te computation and SU1Dl'l\arization of their character-
i~tics by a.high spee~ computerr 
2. Deteiinine the j,n:J.tia.ti.011, growth, and dissipation characteris-
tics of rad~r ec~o~s of isolated or randomly occurring 
convective prec:l.pit;iti,on foi: the High P~ains Qf Texas. 
2 
.CHAPTER III 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Principles of Radar Operation 
Before the potential applications of radar to hydrology can be 
developed, some understanding of the principles of radar operation is 
necessary. Thus, a brief review of the principles of radar operation 
and precipitation dete~tion will be presented. 
A radar set consists basically of a transmitte~, which produces 
radio energy; an antenna, which radiates the energy and interc~pts the 
returned energy; a receiver, which detects, amplifies, and transforms 
the received signal into video form; and an indicator, on which the 
returned signals can be displayed. A schematic diagram of such a radar 
set is presented in Figure 1. Most radar sets use a single antenna to 
transmit and receive the signal. An auto~atic switch is used to shut 
off the receiver during the short interval that the transmitter is 
operating. 
Several types of indicators are available for use in a radar set. 
The indicator used fo~ this study was the plan-position indicator (PPI). 
A schematic diagram of a PP! scope is presented in Figure 2. 
The Radar Equation 
Several authors (1, 2, 3) have presented the theoretical consider· 
ations on which the equatioQ describing the detection of meteorological 
3 
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Figure 2, The plan-position indicator (PPI) scope. 
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phenot11ena is based. The equation presented by these authors describing 
the average power returned to a radar set by randomly distributed 
particles in space is: 
[l] 
Pr is the average value of the power received at the radar 
Pt is the power transmitted by the radar 
9 is the horizontal width of the beam in radians 
~ is the vertical width of the beam in radians 
h is the pul se length 
~ is the apertural area of the antenna 
IKl2 is the complex index of refraction and for water drops is 
equal to approximately 0.93 and for ice particles 0,19 
z . is the symbol to designate LDi6and is the "reflectivity 
factor" Vol. 
is the sum of the total backscattering of all particles 
within tqe volume intercepting the radar beam 
r is the range of the target particles intercepting the beam 
is the wave length of radiation 
Certain factors in equation [l] are constants for a particular 
radar. They can be evaluated and equated to a cons tant C1, where: 
[2] 
Equation [l] then becomes: 
Pr= Cl z 
~ 
[3 J 
Thus, the average power received by the radar (the ability of the radar 
5 
to detect water droplets) is largely dependent on the size of the 
droplets and the range at which they occur. 
6 
Equation [l] is the ~eneral equation for the average power received 
by a radar. However, the equation does not hold for certain conditions. 
For example, if the beam is wider than the group of particles intercepted 
and only part of the beam is filled, equation [l] must be modified by a 
factor, 4,;, which is the fraction of th~ cross-sectional area of the 
beam filled. (2). When the raqar operates at short wave lengths, 
attenuation may occur. Attenuation is the reduction of power received at 
the radar by the absorption and scattering effects of the medium through 
which the electro-magnetic waves travel in reaching the target. (2). 
Attenuation is not a problem when wave lengths of 10 cm. or long~r are 
used. (1, 2, 3, 4, 5). 
Applicatioqs of Radar to Hydrology 
The identity of the first person to decide that certain radar 
echoes were of meteorological origin is not known, but use of radar in 
meteorology is known to have occurred as early as 1942. (1). The basic 
theory explaining the occurrence of weather echoes was developed by 
Ryde (6) using Rayleigh's (7) and Mie's (8) theory of the scattering of 
electromagnetic waves. A summary of the early work in the field of 
radar meteorology has been made by Kerr. (9). More recent summaries 
can be found in Marshall et al. (1) and Nupen. (10). Proceedings of 
the Weather Radar Conferences are excellent sources of literature on 
the application of radar to weather and precipitation. 
The applications of raqar to hydrology are varied. There is no 
unique relationship between the signal received by a radar and quanti-
tative rainfall. Therefore, many applications have been concerned with 
additional information that can be gained by using radar to supplement 
rain gages. Other applications have dealt with the development of 
empirical relationships between rainfall and the signal received. 
Truppi (11) used radar in conjunction with rain gages to increase 
the knowledge of precipitation patterns. His study area was 144 miles 
square and was broken down into grids that were 12 miles square. At 
intervals of time he lis~ed the squares containing echoes. Then 
7 
various types of correlations were made between rainfall and the number 
of echoes within the grid. The resulting pattern of precipitation using 
the radar and rain gages provided more detail than the rain gages alone 
could supply. 
Flood forecasting with radar has been practiced by Tarble. (12). 
Multiple exposure photographs were used to determine location and areal 
extent of stationary Gells. An occasional rain gage was used to 
determine the magnitude of rainfall associated with a particular echo 
return. Flood areas were predicted from the combination of radar 
photographs and rainfall measurements. 
Clark (13) studied convective precipitation patterns for south 
Texas and used computer techniques to assist in sununarizing the data. 
He used an azimuth and distance to the apparent echo center to locate 
the echo. Total distance traveled, velocity, and duration were studied. 
8 
Changn:,n (14) used radar for a ~limatological study of squall lines 
and other types of precipitation lines. Some characteristics that he 
studied were: (1) direction of move~ent, (2) speed of movement, (3) 
dimensions of lines, (4) duration, (5) time of occurrence, (6) daily and 
monthly line frequencies, and (7) location of line centers. Mean, median, 
and extreme values for the above prop~rties were computed based on the 
mean values of each line determined from all measurements during the 
line duration. 
Further development of computer sc~ence to speed the interpretation 
of the volumes of data radar accumulates was made by Truppi. (15). 
Radar displays of precipitation echoes were transformed to a digital 
form using an analogue to digital converter. Projected images of the 
PPI scope were overlaid with a grid. The grid squares containing echoes 
were identified by a four digit output from the converter. The digital 
outputs were placed on cards for further computations by high speed 
computers. 
Geographic and Precipitation Characteristics of the High Plains 
The Texas High Plains, an area of approximately 22 million acres, 
includes most of the Texas Panhandle (Figure 3), This area is a plateau 
bounded on all s~des by a rather abrupt escarpment. The surface is 
nearly level with an average slope of approximately 10 feet per mile 
from the northwest to the southeast. Its topography is characterized 
by numerous enclosed bas~ns, or playas, with only a small portion of the 
area drained by streams. 
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territory. 
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The climate of the High Plains is classed as semiarid. Average 
annual precipitation for the area decreases from south to north and from 
east to west. Precipitation ranges from 18.3 inches at Big Spring, 
Texas, in the south to 17,9 inches at Dalhart, Texas, in the north. (16). 
The east-west range is from 21.9 inches at Shamrock, Texas, (16) to 
16.8 inches at Tucumcari, New Mexico. (17). Rainfall for the area tends 
to have a sunnner p~ak (Figure 4). For example, at Amarillo, Texas, 
51 percent of the annual precipitation comes during June through 
September. (18). 
Moisture for rainfall for the High Plains is predominantly tropical 
maritime and is supplied principally from the Gulf of Mexico. Two 
triggers for precipitation that falls on the area are locali z.ed heating, 
which results in convective thunderstorms, and polar fronts. 
Convective thunderstorms may furnish appreciable rainfall to the 
area. These thunderstorms produce precipitation characterized by its 
relatively small areal extent and vary from a trace to several inches of 
rainfall. Usually this type of precipitation is not of great hydrologic 
importance. However, the topography of the High Plains makes the area an 
exception. The storms result in appreciable amounts of runoff as the 
closed basins have drainage areas of only a few acres to normally less 
than 3 square miles, This is because the runoff is contained in the 
basin, accumulates in the low spot, and cannot spread over larger areas 
to reduce the runoff volume per unit area. 
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CHAPTER IV 
PROCEDURE 
Selection of Study Area 
To study convective precipitation patterns for the High Plains of 
Texas, a portion of the area was selected. Thus, the High Plains was 
assumed to be approximately meteoi-ologiaally homogeneous, Any sub-
sample of the area would be representative of the total area. Any 
meteorological hete~ogeneity that may exist would be reflected by a 
small uniform change in climatological characteristics from one location 
to another. The radar echoes of precipitation were assumed to occur 
randomly over the High Plains. These assumptions permit a study of only 
a portion of th~ area. 
The sample area selected was bounded by two east-west lines 
25 miles to the south and 25 miles to the north of an east~west line 
through Kress, Texas. The eastern and western boundaries were defined 
by two north-south lines 25 miles past the easte:i:n and western edges of 
the escarpment. The boundaries are shown in Figure 5. 
The sample area location was selected for the following reasons: 
1. It was approximateiy centrally located in the High Plains from 
nor th to sou th. 
2. It was about at the widest east-west point of the High Plains. 
3. It was far enough from the radar site that normal ground clutter 
did not interfere with the tracking of precipitation echoes. 
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Develqpmen~ of Procedure for Computing 
Ech9 Area and Oeatroid by Coordinates 
In hydrologic studie$, the location and area of a precipitation 
14 
echo must be known with precision because this is the area of potential 
runoff. Several authors have studied the occurrence of radar echoes. 
They have employed either grid coordinates, composites of echo tracings, 
or planimetering to determine echo areas. Accurate determination of 
echo location and area by these procedures is laborious. Simplification 
of the procedures, to reduce data processing labor, results in undesirable 
approximations of location an4 area, Th4s, the following procedures were 
devised to determine the area and the centroid (center of mass) of 
precipitation echoes. 
From analytic geometry it can be shown that the area of any polygon 
can be determineq from the coordinate~ of points bounding the figure. 
Several systematic procedures afe available for computing the area of a 
polygon (such as Fi~ure 6), One metho4 ~o~si4ers the polygo~ as a 
series of trapezoids each with one side on the Y a~is. 
To further aid in sy~temat!q area computations for a polygon, the 
trapezoids may be divided into rectangular and triangular ar~as. The 
area of the trapezQid l, 2, Y2, Yl, 1 in Figure 6 is: 
for the re¢tangle 
Ar= (y2-y1) x1 
for the triangle 
At= (y2·y1) (x2·x1) 
2 
The area of the trapezoid would be 
or 
[4] 
ts] 
[6a] 
15 
Figure 6. An N~si4ed polygon (N=5). 
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[6b] 
The area for the polygon in figu;e ~ woµld then be th~ algebraiq sum of 
the area of the trapezoids. 
(x~ .. x2) 
2 
(X4"'X3) 
2 
(X.f'X4) 
2 
+ (Yl"'Y5) x, + (yl~Y5) (~1~x2) 
2 [7] 
!:quation (7 l c~n .be genfiilra:U.zed for any ~ .. sided polygon such that 
the area: 
[8] 
Where: 
Ay is the total a~ea of any N~;ided polygpn 
y 
N 
sub~cript deaQt~s the trapezoids have one side on tqe y axis 
is the number of c~,r> coordinates used in bounding the area 
and N+l is also l 
AXn =Xu,+ 1 ~Xn, (n = l, 2, 3, ••• , N, N+l) 
AYn = Ytl + l -yn (n = l, 2, 3,, .• , N, N+l). 
[9J 
[10] 
The area AY will have a positive or negative algebraic value depending 
on whether the polygon is traverstd in a eountereiockwise or clockwise 
. >" 
direction. ln any event we may U$e the absolute value of Ay• 
17 
[Sa] 
The centroid of a plane surface is described as a point that 
corresponds to the ~enter of gravity of~ thin homogeneous plate of the 
same area and shape. ~thods for detet111rining the centroids of symmetri• 
cal figures or figures for which the boundaries can be represen~ed as 
an equation hav~ been presented many times. To the writer's present 
knowledge, the following niethod for determin:i,ng the centroid of an N-
sided polygon has not been presented. 
The moment of an area with respect to an li1-Xis has been define4 as 
the area of the figu;e t:tmes the nopnal distance from the a~is to the 
centroid of the area. Thus 
~ = tJ_ [HJ 
Where: 
MY is the moment with re~pect to thf y axis. 
A is the area of the figure 
X U the normal dhtance fi;.-om tl:).e y .~is to the centroid of the 
area A. 
If an area is divided into a numl:)er of subareas, the 111011lent of the 
entire area is ~qual to the sum of the moments of the subareas. I~ the 
:formel:' not~tion, th;i.s may be state',i mathematic;,aily as: 
My = AT1 X1 + At2 X2 + • .. + ATN XI:f [12] 
Equating the right~hand sides of equations (11] and [12] and solving 
for X; 
18 
X ::;, 4Tl X 1 + At2 X2 + ... [13J 
I 
A 
The quantity (AT1 X1) is the area 0£ a trapezoid times the norm.al 
distance from the Y axis to the centroid of the area, ATi· The trapezoid 
again may be conside~ed to consist of a rectangle and trianglef Eq~ations 
[4] and [5] represent the c0111pu~atio~s of the areas of the rectangle and 
triangle, respeptively. Th~ sum of the moments of the two portions of 
the trapezoid would represent the moment of the trapezoid. Inserting 
the moment arm. ci1) for the trapezc,:(.d in equations [4] and [5] r(i).sults 
in: 
At1 X1 = [(y2~Y1) x1l(x1) + (y2~Y1)(~2·x1) 
-r71 .·• 2· 
[14] 
Similar solutions can be obtained for the remaining trapezoids. 
These values can be substituted in equation [13] £or X. The resulting 
equation can be gen~ral~zed (as [8] was from [7]) and the following 
obtained: 
[15) 
By similar methods: 
I N+l [ _ I ~ Axn(Yn)i + (AXn) (AYn) 
Y = I~ = _n=l . g . 2 
IAI . IAI 
(yn + Ay~)J I [16] 
Equations [Sa] and [15] and [16] were used in computing the area 
and centroid, respectively, of the radar echoes. 
19 
Data Collection Procedure 
Film of the radar scope (PPl) at Amarillo, Texas, from May l, 1961, 
to September l, 1961, was used for the study. Operating characteristics 
of the WSR-57 radar from which the film was obtained are listed in 
Table I. Certain portions of the film were rendered unusable because of 
malfunctioning equipment or becau$e the camera was not in operation. 
Periods of time for which film was usable and unusable are presented in 
Table II with the primary reasons why the film was not usable. Film for 
dates other than those shown in Table II was not usable because the time 
on the film was not readable. Periods when the camera was not in 
operation usually are per:i.ods of little or no rainfall within the area 
covered by the radar. 
Other basic data also came from the U, $. Weather Bureau. These 
included Radar Reports (RAR.EPS) from the National Weather Records Center, 
Ashville, North Carolina, synoptic weather maps, and hourly precipitation 
data for Texas and New Mexico. 
The equipment used for data collection is shoWD. schematically in 
Figure 7, The 16 rnm. film was placed Qn a projectol:', Individual frames 
were then inspected manually or viewed at a wide range of film speeds, 
Plate glass, 1/4-inch, thick, was used for a screen. A mapl on which the 
study area was delineated was placed o~ the back (with respect to the 
projector) of the screen. Over the study area was placed a transparent 
plastic overlay on which lines representing 5-mile grids had been drawn. 
A 20-mile square consisting of 1-mile grids was moved on the map from one 
· location to another when measur:l;ng an echo. The 20-mile square was used 
as a vernier to obtain coordinates to the nearest mile. 
1Lambert Conformal Conic Projection, Standard Parallel at 33°, and a 
scale of l;l,374,400, 
TABLE I 
OPERATING CHARAO',l'ERISTICS OF THE WSR .. 57, U.S. WEATHER BUREAU 
RADAR, ~Il.40, TEXAS 
Peak Power Output 
Wave Length 
Pulse Length (long) 
Pulse Length (short} 
Minimum Detectable Si~al 
Long Pulse 
Short Pulse 
Pulse Repetition Frequency 
Long P\.llse 
Short Pulse 
Antenna 
Beam (hori~o~tal anq vertical width) 
lTheoretical valu~ 
500 kw. 
10 cm. 
4 µ,sec. 
0,S µ.sec, 
103 dbm. l 
93 dbmT l 
164 per sec. 
656 per sec, 
12' Parabolic bowl 
2,2 degtees 
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From 
Day Hour 
1961 
----
June 
26 0800 
26 
27 
27 
28 
28 
29 
30 
30 
July 
1100 
0718 
1707 
0606 
1606 
0036 
1652 
2158 
1 0200 
1 0518 
1 1203. 
3 0037 
3 0800 
3 1948 
5 1059 
6 0152 
6 1405 
7 0656 
8 1621 
9 1953 
10 0310 
10 0348 
10 1555 
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TABL:tl: Il 
To tJs• 
Day Hour able 
1961 
-
June 
26 1100 
27 
2,7 
28 
Z8 
29 
~o 
0718 
1707 
0606 
1606 
0036 
1652 
30 2158 
July 
I. 0200 
1 
3 
3 
3 
5 
6 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
10 
10 
11 
0518 
1203 
0037 
0800 
1948 
1059 
0152 
1405 
0656 
l.621 
1953 
0310 
0348 
1555 
0926 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
Nqt 
us .. 
able Remarks 
x Over e~posure and time gaps in 
film 
x No record (RAREPS indicated no 
precipitation in the area) 
Two echoes not measured at N. M. 
line because of no ending time 
x No record 
AP extended south from G, c. 
x No record (RAREPS indi~ated one 
small area of precipitation) 
x No record (RAREPS did not indicate 
precipitation in the area) 
No echoes measured•considerable 
AP present 
x No record 
1900-2300 line dissipated in the 
area; 7/1-2200 to 1014 7/2 3 lines 
in the area; 5 echoes on scope at 
end 
x No tecord 
x No echoes measured~beginning times 
were not available on most of 
echoes so none were measured 
x No record (RAREPS indicated pre-
cipitation in the area on 7/4) 
No echoes in area 
x No record (RAREPS indicated no 
echoes in area) 
No echoes in area 
x No record 
Line in area-no echoes measured 
x No record 
x Not long enough record 
x No record 
0600-0800 line in area. Roll of 
film ended at this time. 
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',tABLE Il (CQUrtiu.ued) 
Not 
From ';l;o Us-. us .. 
Day Hour Day Hour able able Remark§ 
ll 0926 11 2335 X Break that occurred with change 
in film roll 
11 233~ 15 lt.329 Continuous except for occasionally 
Otle echo 
15 1829 16 02,56 X Time not readable 
16 0256 16 045,5 X Film for 100 mile range 
16 0455 l(i 1259 X No record 
16 1259 17 0213 X 
17 0213 17 163;3 X ,o record 
17 1633 17 1758 X Time undistinguishable 
17 :J.7 58 18 0106 X 
18 0109 18 1634 ~ Ng record 
18 1634 20 0~08 X Remainder of film had undistinguish~ 
able time. Roll of film was changed 
and initi~l port;i.on of film time 
was undistinguishable 
August Au~st 
2 2000 3 0455 X 
3 0455 3 1703 X No record 
3 1703 J 204,5 X: 
3 2045 4 1009 X ~ime undistinguishable and no record 
4 1009 4 1056 X 
4 1056 5 1759 X No record 
5 1759 5 2343 X Blank film and undistinguishable 
til!le 
5 2343 7 1429 X 
7 1429 8 1801 X No record 
8 1801 11 05;38 X Several areas of precipitation 
classed as lines 
11 0538 12 0108 X Radar operated on 100 mile range 
and undistinguishable time 
12 0108 12 0856 X Air mass showers~no echoes measured 
12 0856 12 1949 X Numerous convective echoes"film 
roll ended at 1949. 
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PROJECTOR 
IMAGE 
Figure 7. Schem~tic diagram of ~he_data collection ~quipment. 
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Observation procedyre: The image projected on the sere.en was 
oriented both vertically and horizontally by matching reference points on 
the screen and frame of film. Desired picture scales were obtained by 
comparing known distances in the pictu1·e to knowr.a distances on the screen~ 
An observation of an echo consisted of noting the time, tendency, and 
towns qver which it had occurred and obtaining x,y coordinate readings on 
the periphery. The distance separating the readings around the echo was 
determined by approximating the periphery by a ser:i.es of straight lines. 
The x~y coordinate readings were taken frequently enough to obtain the 
area over which the echo was present. Figure 8 presents a sample echo as 
· it would appear on a portion of the screen. The circles correspond to 
points where x,y coordinates w~re obtained. The data input and output of 
the computer for the echo (No. 12) are presented in appendices A and B. 
To obtain consistent data throughout the collection period, certain 
rules were established for specified situations. The following 
situations were handled by specific rules. 
Three criteria were used in determining the frequency with which 
measurements were made. These were: (1) speed, (2) initiation and 
dissipation points, and (3) changes in shap~, area, and tendency2~ 
Frequent readings were taken on fast.,,traveling echoes. This gave more 
accurate speed and direction variations during their life cyde. Read"' 
ings were also obtained at the points of echo initiation an.d dissipatio-u'.!l. 
ta show total distance traveled. As appreciable changes in shape, area 
and tendency occurred, readings wrere obtain.ed. The ending t:ime used :l.n 
computing echo duration was that time when it could no longer be s~en on 
the scope. 
2Ten.dency as used by the writer iw:!.:i.cates strength or brightness of 
the echo image on the PPI s rcope, 
,,, 
Ill 
:!I 
• 
I 5 I 0 
MILES 
Figµre 8. Scpematic diagfam of echo No, 12 (July 
1.3, l961) at thr~e different times during its 
life cycle. The circles correspond to points 
where x,y coordinate values were obtained. 
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All the towns over which the echo occurred were listed. This was 
done to compare the oqcurrence of rainfall at the U. s. Weather Bureau 
rain gages within the ~tudy area with the occu;rence of an echo over a 
particular locality. This was used to test the validity of the assump~ 
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tion that the radar echo represented actual precipitation on the ground, 
Merging and separating ec,h9es: Me:i:-ging and separating echoes we,;e 
measured as consistently as possibler If one echo separated intQ two 
distinct parts, the echoes after separation weJ;'e given .two new numbers. 
However, if no erroneous travel distance result~d, one of the pal'ta 
retained the. original number. l!(.ergi~g echoes were handled in a simil~r 
manner. As long as the outlines of the me:i:-ging echoes ~oqld be deter-
mined, the two e~hoes wer~ recorded as separated. 
Separating and. merging echoes give erroneous values for speed and 
distance traveled when computed using the centroid of the echo. The 
values are erroneous because the eha~ges are not entirely due to moveine~t 
of all points on the echo a~ ,qual distance pe~ unit of time. The.values 
for movement are par~ially due to an increase in echo size ~none 
direction which results in the centroid moving i~ that di~ection. Thu$, 
translation and propagation are combined in the movement. 
Echoes included in study: ichoes were included in the study only 
. . ' 
when an ending and beginning time were available. (For purposes of this 
study, th,a time echoes e'P.fered 011 i:iJ:,ei£t the area was also cons·i,dered to be 
their beginning or e~ding tim.es, respectively.) For example. ~he periQd 
of record on July 3~ 1961 (see Table II) was eliminated because numerous 
echoes had developed beforf! the film record started~ These were e1iwtnated 
because there were ~o beginning time$ available. 
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Echoes originating or moving outside the study are§: Echoes 
,. . . . - , . , I 
originating outside and moving into the area and those originating in the 
area and moving outside were studied using the following procedure. When 
an echo entered the area the time was .noted and an observation obtained, 
provided most of it was within the area. Thus, a representation of the 
echo configuration was obtained. If the echo was moving slowly with only 
a small fraction in the area, no observation was obtained~ however, a 
notation of the time was ~ade, 
Delineation of line: To be classified as a line one echo or group 
of echoes must have: (1) Recti~inear appearance, aligned along an 
approximate strc;1.ight: line with a length of 50 m:i.les or more and, in 
addition, for a group of echoes, four had to be present at a minimum 
distance of 50 miles with not rno:c:e than 10 miles between any two; and 
(2) sharply defined outlines, especially on the leading edge. To be 
measured, an echo could not have been part of a line during its life 
cycle. Thus, echoes were studied be~ore they moved into the area an<l 
after they moved out to determine if at: any time they would have been 
classified as a line. Figure 9 shows the early stage of several echoes 
that would not be classified as a line. However, in less than two hours 
they had developed into a line as shown i-n Figure 10. 
Determigation of ground clutter: Ground clutter as used in this 
thesis is defined as that return immediately around the radar site that 
is normally a part of the return on a PPI scope. Ground clutter is 
identified in Figures 9 and 10. One of the reasons £or the selection of 
the study area was that ground clutter would not normally interfere with 
the measurement of precipitation echoes. However, Qn several occasions 
it did expand and extend intothe study area. Normally, when precipi-
tation was occurring, ground clutter was not present within the area. 
Figure 9. Early stage of a line on July 2, 1961 at 
1541 in which echoes appear r andomly arranged. 
(Arrows point to random echoes). 
Figure 10. Development of early stage of line shown 
in Figure 9 into a line at 1720, July 2, 1961, 
(Arrows point to lines). 
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Abnormally large ground clutter patterns were observed when weather 
was detected at long ranges. As the weather moved in toward the radar 
station, the ground clutter pattern shrank to its normal size. Hiser and 
Freseman (21) observed the same phenomena and attributed it to super· 
refract:1.on of the radar beam resulting from stable atmospheric conditions. 
The weather destroys the stability and the ground clutter shrinks to a 
normal size. 
Anomalous propaga;tion_{A~l: A detailed discussion of the phenomena 
of anomalous propagation is beyond the scope o:E this thesis, but deta.Hed 
discussions have been presented many times; e.g. Battan (2) and Hiser and 
Freseman. (21). AP is defined in thi.s thesis as the detection of ground 
targets at abnormal ranges. It is produced by abnormal bending of the 
electromagnetic waves propagated by the radar. The waves strike the 
ground at great ranges, and the return is presented on the PPI scope. 
'l'emperature inversi.ou.s, steep mo:tsture lapses~ or a combination of both 
form ducts that trap the waves a1.1d produce the ab11ormal bending. The 
conditfons whereby the ducts may be formed are not usually present when 
precipitation is in the area. Thus, the presence. of AP and precipitation 
echoes within the. same a.rea on the scope does not occur frequently, 
However, occasionally both may occur during the decaying stages of a 
thunderstorm. 
RAREPS, prepared by the radar operator, and rainfall records were 
used as aids to ident:i..fy precipitation echoes fI·om AP. An example of 
the type of AP that occurred during this study is presented in Figure 11. 
Th:1.s was judged to be AP because: (1) no precipitation was measured in. 
that area, (2). the area was not listed in the R.AREPS as prepa:i:·ed by the 
r,'.ll.dar operator, and (3) the she of the return fluct1.1ated rapidly from 
f:i::ame to frame. 
Figure 11. Typical anomalous propagation encountered 
in this study, June 28, 1961 at 2126. (Arrow .. 
points to portion of the r eturn that is AP). 
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False !;choes: .(moth.er return ~requently seen on the i:-adar scope was 
apparently caused by the Ai:narillo Airport control tower. The false echoes 
occurred to the southeast of the i:-adar. When precipitation occurs to the 
northwest of the radar, a portion of the signal that returns to the antenna 
travels past the antenaa and strikes the control tower. This is in tutu 
reflected to the antenna by the tower. The signal may be bounced ba~k and 
forth from the t~wer to the precipitation echo and back so that a sweep 
trace may present several echoes at varying. ranges in a~ elongated, radial 
pattern from the radar site. An example of the false echoes t.hat occurred 
during this study is presented in Figure 12. 
Because of the magnification of the film, aircraft produced return~ 
that ranged from) to 5 mile~ in diameter. These echoes were distinguish-
able as aircraft because thay were less than 5 miles in diameter, had 
durations usually less than 9 minutes, and traveled at the rat~ of 3 to 
5 miles per minute~ Therefore, echoes of this type were eliminated from 
consideration. 
In Sutmllary, some of the criteria used to determine whether a 
particular radar e~bo was a precipitation echo or some other type of 
return were: (1) Was the speed of the echo excessive? (2) Did the echo 
occur over a town so that it could easi1y be the return from a grain 
elevator? (3) Was the rate of change or fluctuation of the echo area on 
the scope excessive? (4) Did the echo move during its life cycle? (5) 
Was there any precipitation, recorded for any of the towns which the echo 
was over during its life cycle? These procedures did not guarantee that 
all echoes ~ea.sured during this study were from precipitation but did 
tend to limit the number o~ nou~precipitation ones included in the study. 
Figure 12. Typical false echoes caused by airport 
control tower that occured in this study, July 14, 
1961 at ·0012. (Arrow points to the· radially pro-
jecting echoes caused by tower). 
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Data Analysis Procedure 
The data obtained £or radar echoes were punched on carda for analysis 
by a high speed computer. Each,card contained an echo number, time of 
echo occurrence, data'that identified the card to facilitate computer 
computations, and x or y coordinate values for that observation. 
An IBM 709 computer was progranuned3 to make the following computa• 
tions: 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
(£) 
(g) 
(h) 
(i) 
(j) 
Area, A 
- -Centroid, X, Y 
Time interval between successive readings 
Distance traveled between successive readings 
Direction toward which echo travels between successive 
readings--defined as an azimuth from Oto 360 degrees in a 
counter-clockwise direction with north as 0 
Average speed between successive readings 
Total duration 
Total distance traveled 
Resultant direction toward which echo travels as determined by 
the initiating and ending points of the echo--defined as an 
azimuth from Oto 360 degrees in a counter-clockwise diz-ection 
with north as 0 
Average speed of the echo--determined by a ratio of the total 
distance traveled to total duration 
Appendices A and B may be consulted for samples of data input and out-
put, respectively, for the computer. 
3frogrammed by Glen N. Williams, Data Processing Center, Texas 
Engineering Experiment Station, College Station, Texas. 
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A duration weigh~ed) average echo area was computed in th~ tallowing 
manner: 
[17] 
~ is the durat:lon weighted, average echo ar~a 
a is the echo area determined at time, t 
i = 1, 2, 3, •t•, n. indicates sequential values of area and time. 
Frequency distributions of the !,iata were then made to indicate the 
variation of echo characte~istics. 
CHAPTER V 
RESULTS 
Limitations and Completeness~£ Data 
The results presented for this study have certain limitations. 
These are results ~rom one year, 1961, and for specified intervals of 
time that are intet'lllittent, Tb.us, the characteristics of radar echoes 
presented here represent charzcteristies for portions of 1961 only. 
Table III gives a classification of echoes for this study. Most 
of the data pl:'esented a:t;"e £pr only those echoes which stayed in the study 
area from initiation through dissipation, Approximately 52 per~ent of 
the echoes assigned numbers were in this class and had complete data for 
their life ~ycle. Forty•two o~ the ~umbers assigned were assigned to 
combined or split echoes.('Xable III) and foi:-merly car:ried a differQn,t 
nuniber, Thus, in reality, 64.4 percent of the total numbei- of echoes 
had complete data. The primary reason for the lack of complete data for 
an echo was that the ecll.o initiated outdde th~ area.: ~rgiag or 
. i ., • 
·s~parati-ng of the echoes wa~ the. next reason for lack of complete data, 
· · To evaluate the reU.ability of radal;' echoes representing 
measureable rainfall at the ground. su~face, attempts we:1;~ ma.d.e to rela~"° 
rainfall to the presence of an echo over a ratn gage. The results 
obtained are presented in ?able IV~ Forty-two times echoes occurred 
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Qlass Code 
Complet:e 
IA 
OA 
Separated 
Joined 
Fmly 
Omit 
TAnLE IJ:I 
CLA$SlFlCATlON OF ECHOES FOR THIS S'r{J])Y 
Class Description 
Data for complete life cycle 
available 
Came into area after initiation 
Passed out of area after 
initiation. 
Separated int~ two or ~re echoes 
Joined, or was joined by, another 
echo 
Formerly another echo number. New 
nuinber assign.ed because it Broke 
Up or was Joined 
Number 
171 
49 
20 
5 
38 
42 
OmJtted for various reasons 6 
Total: 331 
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Perceqt of 
Total 
51.7 
14.s 
6.0 
1.5 
11.s 
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over rain gages and 10 times rain was reco;ded. Thus rainfall was recorded 
at a rain gage a~proximately 25 percent of the time that the radar showed 
an echo over a gage, Of the 3~ times no rain was recorded, 8 times the 
gage was under the edge of the echo and 7 times the echo was initiating or 
dissipating when over the ga~e. The absence of measured rainfall was at 
least partially due tQ the following factors: 
l. The lack of cont~nuous coverage with time of the radar film. 
2. Detailed accounting of precipitation from echoes classed as 
"lines" was not -made. 
~LE J:V 
CO~ARISON OF THE NUMBE;R Of 11:CHOES OCCURRING OVER RAIN GAGES WITH 
M.NUMBER O:tr RECORDED RAINFALL EVENTS 
Num.ber of echoes 
occurring over 
rain gages 
Number of ti,mee 
rain recorded 
Number of ttmes 
gage on the 
edge of echo 
Number of times 
echo initiating 
or dissipating 
when over the gage 
42 
10 
8 
7 
Meteorological factors which may have contributed to the absence of 
measured rainfall when an echo was present over a rain gage were: 
l. Wind shear causing the rain to fall on an area other than the 
area over which the radar depicted the echo, 
2. Virga which results in the evaporation of rain drops before they 
reach the ground. 
3. Speed of droplet fall which results in a time lapse betwe~n the 
time the radar beam intercepts rain drops at a particular eleva-
tion and the time the drops reach the ground. 
Factors related to radar operating characteristics were: 
1. Distortion of the radar echo from its true shape due to the 
effects of tl:).e J>ulse length and peam width. 
z. Earth curva~ure effects on the location of the echo by radar and 
the true location of the rainfall area. 
3. Effect of range on radar echo representation. 
The writer believes that t~e poor comparisons bettieen the presence of 
an echo over a rain gage and measured rainfall were more related to the 
limitations of procedure used than to poor reliability of the rada~ 
depicting actual rainfall, 
Evaluation of Area and Centroid by Coordinates 
A method was developed whereby radar echoes depicted on the PPI 
scope were converted to digital fot'lll by a sequence of x,y coordinates 
obtained around the periphery of the echo. These data were then placed 
on punch cards and summa;ized by a high~speed computer. Further 
mechanization of the 4ata e9llection process may be accomplished by 
utilizing an analogue to digital converter. 
The accuracy of the coord~nate method for computing areas and 
centroids is determined by the precision with which the echo periphery is 
defined as a sequence of straight U.neei. Thus, any degree of accuracy 
ca1.1, be obtained. Areas deter:mined by the coordinate method deviate less 
than 5 percent from those obtained by pla~imetering. In general, ~hese 
errors are conservative; i.e., the area computed by the coordinate method 
will be slightly less than the actual echo area. 
D~ration, Distanct, Speed, and Direction 
Figure 13 prese~ts a frequency distribution of echo durations for 
which complete data were available, The frequency distribution is 
different from the conventional in that it has unequal duration intervals. 
The short intervals of 0.1 hour from Oto 0.6 hour were used to show in 
detail how a large number of the ~ehoes varied in duration. The int,rval 
was changed for th~ longer duration intervals for the follow~ng reasons; 
1, For the long~r ~urations, whether the echo lasts 1,5 Qr 1,6 
hours makes little d~fference. 
2. Due to the small size of the sample, anomalies would occur in 
which several short intervals wQuld be zero and one would pre• 
sent a small peak. 
Thus, each interval was reduced to an equivalent number per 0~1 hour 
interval; e.g. for the 0.6 to 0.8 hour i~terval the total number that 
occurred was divided by 2 as this- interval was twice the 0.1 hour 
interval. 
~dian duration of the radar echoes of convective precipitat;i,on was 
0.6 to 0.8 hour aqd the mode ~as Q,2 to 0.3 hour. ;Figure 14 and ?able V 
show that 80 percent of the echoes had durations of less than o,;:- eq1,1al 
to 1.5 hours. 
Distance traveled by eaqh ec:ho fo:i; which complete data were avail-. 
able is shown in Figure 15 and Table VI. Most f~equently the echoes 
were stationary a~d the median distance traveled was between O and 5 
miles~ These movement characteristics are intert11ediate between results 
obtained in Arizona and South +exas. In sJ;,udies of convect;ive ! /!•'",,'. •,· 
precipitation in ~rizona (19) all echoes traveled less than 6 miles. 
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TABLE V 
DURATION OF ECHOES WITH COMPLETE DATA AND FOR INDICATED lNTERVALS 
Interval Number Percent cf Total Number Per 0.1 Hour 
(Hours) Accum. Number Accum. Interyal 
> 0 .$ 0.1 4 4 2.3 4 
> 0.1 .$ 0.2 4 8 4.6 4 
> 0.2 .$ 0.3 23 31 18.1 23 
> 0.3 .$ 0.4 13 44 .25. 7 13 
> 0.4 .$ o.s 13 57 33,3 13 
> o~s .:S o.6 12 69 40.3 12 
> 0.6 < 0.8 25 94 54.9 12~5 
.-
> 0.8 ;S 1.0 17 lll 64.8 8.5 
> 1.0 .$ 1.5 26 137 80,0 5,2 
>l.5.$2,0 16 153 89,4 3.2 
> 2.0 ,:5 3.0 12 165 96,4 1.2 
> 3.0 .$ 4 .. 0 5 170 99.3 0.5 
> 4,0 1 171 99.9 0,1 
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TABLE VI 
DISTANCES TRAVELED BY ECHOES WITH COMPLETE DATA~ FOR INDICATED 
INTERVALS 
Interval Number Percent of Total Number 
(Miles) Accurq. Accµm. 
0 64 64 37.4 37 .4 
> 0 ;$ 5 34 98 19.9 57.3 
> 5 ,S 10 27 125 15.8 73.1 
> 10 ;$ 15 22_ 147 12.9 a6.o 
> 15 :5 20 10 157 5.8 91,8 
> 20 $ 25 6 163 3.5 95.3 
> 25 .S 30 2 165 1.2 96.5 
> 30 $ 35 4 169 2.3 98.8 
> 35 $ 40 1 170 0.6 99.4 
> 40 .S 45 1 171 0.6 100.0 
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Most of the echoes studied by Clark (13) in South Texas had greater 
movement. The High Plains is geographically intermediate between these 
areas and could be expected to have intermediate meteorological 
characteristics. 
Sixty percent of the echoes studied traveled less than or equal to 
six miles (Figure 16) while 92 percent traveled less than or equal to 
20 miles. These relatively short distances traveled decreases the total 
area covered by any one stonnj but it::1.creases the pt1ssibilities that one 
watershed will receive runoff=producing rainfall. 'Ihe smaller the area 
covered by the cell the greater the volume per unit ariea of ra:i.nfe.11. The 
greater the volume per u.nit area of rainfall the more likely runoff will 
occur. 
The frequency distribution of average echo speed (Figure 17) is 
similar to the distribution of distances traveled. The mode was no 
movement 3 and the median speed was Oto 5 miles per hour (mph). Ninety-
six percent of the echoes had an average speed of less than or equal to 
20 mph (Figure 18). Table VII presents the data for the frequency and 
cumulative distributions of echo speeds. 
Direction of movement of radar ech©H:is of convective precipitation 
(Figure 19) shows two prevailing directions of movement. Thirty-seven 
percent of the echoes had no movement, but of those that did move, north 
and south were the two directions most frequently traveled. No dominant 
direction of movement was indicated. 
Preliminary studies by the writer of U.S. Weather Bureau synoptic 
weather maps for the period during this s~udy indicated upper winds were 
predominantly to the northeast. Results by Byers and Braham (20) and 
Ackerman (19) indicated echoes travel in the direction of the mean wind 
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TABLE VII 
SPEEDS OF ECHOES WITH COMPLETE DATA AND FOR INDICATED INTERVALS 
Interval Number Percent of Total 
(MPH) Ac cum. Accum. 
0 64, 64 37.4 37.4 
> 0 .$ 5 26 90 15.2 52,6 
> 5 .$ 10 43 1.33 25.l 77. 7 
> 10 .$ 15 23 156 13.4 91.1 
> 15 .$ 20 8 164 4,7 95.8 
> 20 .$ 25 3 161 1.8 97 .6 
> 25 .$ 30 1 168 0.6 98.2 
> 30 .$ 35 1 169 0.6 98.8 
> 35 .$ 40 0 169 0 98.8 
> 40 .$ 45 1 170 0.6 99.4 
> 45 .$ 50 0 uo 0 99,4 
> 50 .$ 55 0 170 0 99.4 
> 55 .$ 60 0 170 0 99.4 
> 60 .$ 70 0 170 0 99.4 
> 70 .$ 80 0 170 0 99.4 
> 80 .$ 90 l 171 0.6 100.0 
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Figure 19. Distribution of resultant directions of movement 
of echoes by 30 degree intervals and directions indicated.• 
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between the cloud base and top, The data presented in Figure 19 a.nd 
Table VIII do not indicate this to be ~rue for the High Plains of Texas, 
One possible explanation :ls that the eeh¢es occurring in the ai;-ea at'e 
usually associated with frontal passage. ihat is, they ~r~· prefrontal or 
post-frontal because continental qi~culation patterns are usually 
conducive to moistu;-e influx to the area when frOJ1ts trave~se the area, 
Study of consecutive uppeX' air ~ps (500mb) by the writer for the period 
covered by this study indicated that upper winds usually undel{Went a 
360 degree rotaticm in direction at inteivals of qne to seven or more 
days while fronts approached, entered, and passed through the study a~ea, 
The direction traveled by the echoes would change as the winds changed. 
This would then explain th,e laek·of a dominant ditection of trl:!.vel for 
the echoes. 
Time and Location of Initiation 
A diurnal distribution o~ initi~tion times of all eenoet for which 
the beginning times we.re available (Figure ZO) and '!able IX indicated two 
dominant periods of initiat:i,o:n •.. This may pe more r'eadil.y .. seen ii:,, 
Figure 21. The data plotted is a four hour moving average of echoe1;1 · 
initiating in the indicated hour. The given pour and the three hours 
previous were used in computing the average. The dominant period$ were 
shortly after noon and lasting most of the afternoon, and in the evening 
lasting until ~:00 a.m. The most prevalent period of initiation was 
centered a.round midnight (Figure 21). 
The afternoon peak i~ activity is explainable as the normal period 
in the diurnal cycle when CQ~vective activity would be moti:it; prevalent, 
The afternoon is the period of greatest he~ting, and the i.nitiation 
process depends on localized heating. 
TABLE VIII 
DIRECTION OF MOVEMENT FOR ECHOES WI.TH COMPLETE: DATA AND FOR INDICATED 
INTERVALS 
Intervall Number Percent of 'I'o tal Number 
_(Degrees) Ac.cum. Accum. 
> 345 .$ 015 1A 14 8.2 8.2 
> 015 .$ 045 12 26 7.0 15.2 
> 045 $ 075 7 33 q .. 1 19.3 
> 075 $ 105 6 39 3.5 22.8 
> 105 < 135 5 44 2.9 25,7 
> 1.35 .$ 165 8 52 !;. .• 7 30.4 
> 165 :5 195 16 68 9.3 39. 7 
> 195 < 225 8 76 4.7 44,4 
> 225 .$ 255 14 90 8.2 52.6 
> 255 :5 285 5 95 2.9 55.5 
> 2ss,:::; :ns 2 97 1:2 56.7 
> 315 .$ 345 10 107 5,8 62.5 
No Movement 64 171 37,4 99.9 
-----
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lNorth is zero ax~d the d.egre-es 8.l'(!;; 0 to 360 in. a counter-clockwise 
direction. 
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TABLE IX 
BEGINNING TIMES FOR ECHOES THAT BEGAN' IN THE AREA 
Four Hour Moving Average 
Interval Number Percient of Perc.ent of 
_{!fours} Accu.m. Total Num.bE!r Nu~c1.ber Tota.1 Number 
0001 
-
01001 15 15 6.3 14.IDO 5.8 
0101 = 0200 8 23 3.3 13.50 5.6 
0201 
-
0300 14 37 5.8 13,. 25 5,5 
0301 = 04-00 3 /.i.O 1.3 l!Ji.00 4~2 
0401 
-
0500 3 43 1.3 7,00 2.9 
0501 = 0600 11 54 ~·06 7,75 3.2 
0601 
-
0700 t., 58 'l °I 5o25 2.2 .. ;. 0 J 
0701 
-
0800 3 61 1.3 5o25 2.2 
0801 
-
0900 3 64 L3 5,2.5 2,2 
0901 
-
1000 4 68 L7 :3.50 1.5 
1001 
-
1100 0 68 1) 2.50 1.0 
UOl - 1200 2 70 0.8 2.25 0.9 
J.201 
-
1300 19 89 7.9 6.25 2.6 
1301 
-
1400 8 97 31J3 7.25 3.0 
l.!}01 
- 1500 24 121 W,O 1" ..,, ~ 4J1 • .:,.) 5.5 
1.501 
-
160IOJ 8 129 .3l .3 1£:-,75 6.1 
1601 
-
1700 16 145 6.7 14 .())(QI 5.8 
1701 - 1800 10 155 4.1 14.50 6.0 
1801 
-
1900 13 168 5 ,!+ 1.1.75 [i .• 9 
1901 = 2000 15 183 6 • .3 13.50 5.6 
2001 = :noo 16 199 6.i 1:3. 50 5,6 
2HH ., 2200 10 209 4.1 B.50 5,6 
2201 
-
2300 15 22ilt 6~3 14.00 5.8 
2301 
-
2400 16 240 
__§_.J. _l,!·t:12 5.9 
100.5 2Li,0. 00 9'91. 6 
loooo i.s midnight. 
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Nighttime activity cannot be explained on this basis as there is no 
localized heating to initiate the convection process. Byers (22) has 
· explained the phen0tnena of nighttime thunderstorms in the following 
manner. 
In large areas of the middle western United States thunder ... 
storms occur predominantly at lllight. These are not to be con .. 
fused with evening th\,inders torms left over from· the daytime 
convection; in feet, they show a peak of occurrence between 
midnight and 4:00 a.m. Studies have shown that they are caused 
by a diurnal variation in the large-scale wind syst,m over the 
continent which is favorabla for producing convergence in the 
low levels iu the regions c~ncernad at night. 
Byers further concluded that these nighttime thunderstorms have very 
nearly the same precipitation patterns as those occurring during the 
daytime. The data presented in Figure 21 agree. well with the abov, 
explanation as the peak occurs near midnight, and the High Plains is 
geographically located in the m:tdro11e western United States. 
Locations of initiation for all echoes that began in the area are 
shown in Figure 22. Three areas of dominant echo occurrence are sboW11. 
Several areas over which no tachoes initiated are also indicated. 
the northwestern and soutb.easten edges of the escarPlllent. The escai-p• 
ment appears to furcish e~ough lifting in addition to that present in 
convection to consistently cause echoes to initiate ad,jacent to it. 
Figures 23 through 26 show the are41s of prevalent echo initiation 
for four different periods of time during the study period. These 
figures illustrate how the prevalent areas of initiation vary from one 
periodofeouvective activity to another. The prevalent ar,as for the 
four periods (Figures 23°26) differ from the three dominant areas ·for the 
complete study period (Figure 22). The dominant areas far the cQlllplete 
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study were a result of a few echoes consistently initiating there. The 
prevalent areas for each of thei four periods moved during each time 
interval. They usually did not correspond to the three dominant loca~ 
tions of echo initiation, 
The random location of prevalent areas for thee f,our tim.e periods 
(Figures 23-26) agrees with two well known characteristics of convective 
thunderstorms. 
1. The location of their initiation is random. 
2. Once a t:hutiders torm begins, there is a greater proba.bili ty of 
another thunders to1-m ini ti.a ting adjacent to it than at any 
specified greater distance away. (20). 
The second characteristic listed above c~uld result in increased 
amounts of runoff accumulating in a playa. Since the thunderstorms 
initiate adjacent to each other~ this would :i:ci.c:rease the possibility 
that their paths w<;,uld ovei;-lap. Addition.al amounts of rainfall would 
then occur on an already saturated soil and run.off would be more likely 
to occur. 
Data. such as that present@d in Figures 22··U, i:ould assi.st 
hydrologists in another manner. The sel®ction of watersheds for 
studying rainfall-runoff relationships is a complex problem. In 
addition to considering soil, land use, ac(c~s:sibility, an.d many other 
factors, the watershed location must have the same meteorological regime 
as the area for which data is desired. Radar film for an area under 
consideration could used to obtain data. su(;h as that presented in 
F'igures 22-26 to ascerta:1,n the meteorological homogeneity of the area. 
Then the watershed site would be selected that has the same meteorological 
regime as the total area £or which data is desired. 
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Echo Area 
A frequency distribution of duration weighted, average echo areas 
is shown in Figure 27. The. distribution has u.1u~qu.al area intervals and 
the discussion concerning the unequal :1.ntervals iri: the dure.ti.on ft·equency 
distribution applies. 
The modal average area was 10 to 15 square miles and the median 
average area was 25 to 30 square miles (Figure 27 and Table X). Ninety 
percent of the areas were less than or equal to 70 square miles 
(Figure 28). 
Of special interest is the fact that 90 perce.nt of the average 
areas were equal to or greater than 13 square miles. A thunderstorm can 
be assumed to be an approJi:ima te square according to Byers and Braham. 
(20). Then, 90 percent of the storms will have an average width equal 
to or greater than 3.6 miles and 50 percent an average width equal to or 
greater than 5, Li, miles (Figure 28) • The watershed of play as were 
indicated to be normally less than three square miles in area. Therefore, 
the width of many thunderstorms is greater tha:n the diameter of a playa. 
Playa.s centrally located under a thunderstorm. will have their watersheds 
completely covered, The possibility of appre.ciabl.,e amo1.n1ts of runoff is 
increased bec,s.use. the pla.yas will have their watershed completely covered 
by rainfall. 
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TABLE X 
DURATION WEIGHTED, AVERAGE AREA OF ECHOES WITH COMPLETE DATA AND FOR 
INDICATED lNTERVALS 
Interval Numb et Percent of Total Number Per 
.i~.9 .. :..Jti · ) Accum.. Number Accum. 5 Sg. Mi. I 
> 0 < 5 0 0 0 0 
> 5 .:5 10 3 3 1.8 3 
> 10 S 15 24 27 15.8 24 
> 15 .$ 20 23 50 29.3 23 
> 20 S 25 u 67 38.2 17 
> 25 :S 30 23 90 52.7 23 
> 30 .$ l~O 27 117 68.5 13.5 
> 40 .$ so 18 13S 79.0 9 
> 50 .$ 75 Z3 158 92.5 4.6 
> 75 .$ 100 6 164 96.0 1.2 
> 100 .$ 150 4 168 98.3 0.8 
> 150 .$ 200 0 168 98.3 0 
> 200 .$ 300 2 170 99.5 0~4 
> 300 1 171 100.l 0.2 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Suunnary 
Patterns of radar echoes of convective precipitation for the High 
Plains of Texas were stuQied for 1961. Radar echoes were represented 
in digital form by a sequence of x,y coordinate readings around the 
periphery of the echo. The area and centroid of the echo were then 
computed by a high speed computer utilizing formulas revised or developed 
by the writer. Duration, distance traveled, speed, direction of movement 
and other characteristics of the radar echo were then computed and 
suunnarized. 
Distribution of echo durations revealed the most frequent duration 
t o be from 0 . 2 to 0.3 hour and the median durati on to be 0.6 to 0.8 hour. 
The median distance traveled was between O and 5 miles, but most 
frequently the echo was stationary. Most prevalent average speeds of 
echoes was no movement, and the median speed was between O and 5 mph. 
North and south were the most frequently traveled directions by the 
echoes, but the two directions were not dominant. Thirty-seven percent 
of the echoes had no movement. The two peaks of echo initiation during 
the diurnal cycle occurred during the middle of the afternoon and at 
midnight. The two peaks correspond to two types of thunderstorms--
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daytime thunderstorms that occu~ during the afternoon due to localized 
heating, and nighttime thunderstorms that occur due to convergence in the 
lower levels. 
Dominant areas of echo initiation occurred but appeared to vary 
randomly from one time interval to another. Two of three areas of 
initiation that were dominant corresponded to the southeastern and north-
western edges of the study area along the escarpment. 
A frequency distribution of duration weighted, average echo areas 
indicated the most frequent area was 10 to 15 square miles and the 
median area was 25 to 30 square miles. 
Conclusions 
Conclusions drawn from this study were: 
1. Radar echoes of convective precipitation can be converted to 
digital form and their characteristics computed and summarized 
by a high speed computer. 
2. Most frequent and median characteristics of radar echoes of 
convective precipitation in the High Plains of Texas were: 
Characteristic Modal Median 
Duration 
Distance traveled 
Average speed 
Resultant direction 
0.2-0.3 
0 
0 
No movement 
0.6-0.8 hour 
0-5 miles 
0-5 mph 
Average area 10-15 25•30 square miles 
3. Dominant areas of initiation occur but vary from one time 
interval to another. Considering all echoes included in the 
study, two of the three dominant areas of initiation correspond 
to the southeastern and northwestern edges of the escarpment 
in the sample area. Thus, the escarpment appears to furn,ish 
enough orographic ~ffect to cause echoes to consistently 
initiate adjacent to it. 
Suggestions for Future Study 
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Future investigations should determine the year to year variations 
in precipitation patterns. Relating of echo characteristics to synoptic 
data should be attempted. Installation of a dense raingage network for 
a portion of the study area would assist in determining rainfall 
characteristics of convective precipitation. Future studies of precipita-
tion patterns for the High Plains should include a study of the 
characteristics of precipitation lines. The proportion of precipitatton 
contributed to the area from convective activity and from precipitation 
lines needs investigat;i.on. 
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APPENDIX A 
SAMPLE INPUT DATA fOR COMPUTER 
; 
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~I ~I I :: 
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APPENDIX A 
SAMPLE INPUT DATA FOR COMPUTER 
1211314121 ~6-H 7113111111 x 6ss1132.01134.oj 13s.01000.01000.01000.01000.01000.01000.01000.o 
-12 1 3 4 2 ' 6 7 1 3 1 1 1 7 Y 6 5 5 6 O 8 • 0 1 O • D O D O • 0 0 O D • O O D O • 0 0 D D • O O O O • 0 D O O .__QjfrlUL.Jl 
1 211 71 4 2 1 6 't 1 3 11 4 3 X 6 5 6 1 4 2 • 0 1 4 4 • 0 1 4 4 • 0 1 4 2 o O 1 4 0 • 0 1 3 9 • 0 1 3 7 o O 1 3 6 • 0 1 3 .4 .. • 011 ___ 3_ 2 • 0 
1217 4 2 16 7131143 v 656 10 o 13 o s 0017 oo s.001s.0011.0014.001Q_£.9o_Q7.o 
1217 X 657132 0 0133 0 0 
1217 4 Y 657 6 0 4 0 
121-0 4 X 658145.0143.0 
1210 4 Y SH O O 12 0 
1 21 OI 4 X 6 5 9 0 • 0 • • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 • 0 
1 2l__QJ__ 4 v 6 s 9 o • o • • o o o o o o o o • o o o o • o o o o • o o o o • o o o o~ o 
l__]_l1___2_LSI 21 116 11 711311 612 3 X 6 6 01 6 7. 01 6 9. 01 7 0. 010 7 0. 010 6 9. 010 6 8. 010 6 7. 010 6 6 .-010 6 2. 010 5 9. 0 
1319 5 2 Y 660 11.0 14. 0 1s.0017.0018o0019.0020.0019.0017.0014o0 
1319 5 2 X 66 57 0 57 0 8 0058 00 9.006 00 .OO 0006 0000.0 
13119151 _2_1 2_jo_11_ ·1113_l1 __ 6_J23 v 661111.oj 10.01 9.0001.0006.ooos.0006--;-oo-01;-001 1 .olooo.o 
1 3 1 1 5 2 1 b __ li _ 7 1 3 1 7 _ O __ X 6 6 2 _ fj__L._Q ~-Qj 8 3 o O O 8 5 • 0 0 8 5 • 0 0 8 2 0 0 7 9 • 0 0 7 5 0 0 7 3 • 0 0 7 2 • 0 
1311 s~ 2 16 ·11317 o v 662 o. 1.0 4.0001.0011.0011.0009~-00015~-0003 .• oooo.o 
1311 5 2 2b ~1317 0 X 663 81.0 0 ,0000,0000 0000 0000 0000.0000,0 
1311 s-2 26 ·11317 o v 663 o. o. .oooo.0000.0000.0000.oo 0.000 .o 
1 3 8 5 1 1 6 7 1 3 1 7 2 2 X 6 6 4 8 7 0 8 6 0 8 4 0 0 8 1 0 0 7 9 - 0 0 7 7 , 0 0 7 7 0 0 8 7 0 Q_Q_O_, 0 0 0 0 .._ 0 
_u 1 _ _? 5 21 116 ·, 1 3 11 3 6 x 6 6 s 9 s • o 9 4 • o 9 3 • o o 9 1 • o o s a • o o s 1 • o o a 6 • o o 8 4 • o o 8 2 • o o 8 o • o 1 3~ B~iHF-iJe,1 ---.,.1-3 r7 2 .c - Y 6 6 4 0 , 2 • 0 4 o 0 0 0 4 • 0 0 0 3 • 0 0 0 1 • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 u O • 0 O O O • 0 
1 3 1 2 s 21 lf 6 , 'l 1 3 1 7 3 6 v 6 6 s o • 1. o · 2 • o o o 3 • u o o 4 • o o o s • o o u s • o u o 4 • o o u 3 • o o_ o_ 1 ____ • o 
1312 s ~ ~61 1131736 x 666 80.o 95_0 _oooo.oooo.oooo.0000.0000.~QQO.o 
11r1 -~-s 21 216 m "l1_3l1 ~3 6 v 6 6 6I a. ro. I • o o o o • o o o o • o o a_o __ • o o a o • o o o o • o o o o .o 13 01 SI l_ 11:i ___ '(1;31tlll X 667 o. o. ,0000 OOO_Q_.J)000.0000 .0000 .0000 0 
131 01 s111 1161f"ili311e111 v 6671 o. I o. I I .01000.010-oo.01000.01000.01000.01000.o 
1 __ 41 8 14 8 
14li 0 14 0 
141 0 
l_ 4 0 
.-1.!ij-7 15 7 
1511 
rsn 
15 11 
1511 
1 5 0 
151 O 
31 11 116 1j 
3 ll____l]_g_jj 
31 1J 116 11 2- 11 161 
31 11 116_1 
3 lL___ilii_ l 
"11 311 71 0 
'(1_317 0 
·,11311 713 6 
'7131736 
·,11 311 715 2 
71317_52 
X 
y 
X 
y_ 
X 
y 
t~111 0 ~-: 01101: g 
6691104 .01103.o 
669 o. 2,0 
6701 _o. I o. 
§_]__QJ_ ---Q__,,_ _l____Q 
~ X 0 3 Y 50.0 
3 X O • 
1 0 0 •. 0_10 9 5 • 0 0 9 2 ~ 0 0 9 1 • 0 0 9 1 • 0 1 0-3--; 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 • 0 
~.0003,0002.0001 0000 0000.0000 0000.0 
1 o 2 • 011 o 1 • 010 9 9 • 010 9 s ~ 010 9 1 • 010 9 s • 01crv-s-.-~n:i 4 • o 
4o0006 0 0007,0007,0006 1 0004o0000 0 0000,0 
• 010 o o • 010 o o. 010 o o ___ • ojo_o o. oJocn>. 01000. o 
• 0 0 0 o _.._o O O O • 0 0 0 0 , _O O_O_O__.__Q)o O O • 0 0 0 0 • 0 
:, 6 2 0 • s-o. 4 z-. 3 7 • 3 6 • 4 1 0 9 • U 
3 X 673 20 0 O. eOOOO 0000 0 0000.0000 0000.0000.0 
3 v 673 so.a o. .oooo.oooo.oooo.0000,0000.0000.o 
3 X 6 7 4 0 O. • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 I O O O O O O O O • 0 
31 11 110 1f 111 311 71"' 4 v 6 1 4 I o • I o, I I • 010 o o • 010 o o • 010 o o • 010 o o. ~ 010 o o • 010 o o • o ...... .... 
72 
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SAMPLE OUTPUT DATA OF COMPUTER 
APPENDIX B 
SAMPLE OUTPUT DATA OF COMPUTER 
PRECIPITATION PATTERNS BY RADAR ECHOES --- ii 
DELTA 
_t_CHO_~.tl_D~S. YEAR MONTH DAY HOUR 'IN TIME AREA DISTANCE X-BAR SL.Q.fE Y-BAR VELOCITY __ 
__ 12 ___ 13 _3!1961 1 13 11 17 63.0000 132.5193 
----Z..ZS~ 
0.433 5.18381 250.918 13.349 
ll____ll_~ 961 43 6.5000 
0.300 242.085 14.650 
___ 12_10_ 4 
--- 12___ 0 4 
1961 l 13 12 1 ~o~ 4.39511 __lil,_',!.zli_ _________ ~.!),_L___~----
1961 
su~s AND AVERAGE~ -
---·---
13 ___ 19 __ 5 1961 
5 l'ii6l lL.........!! 
_l]_ .. 
___ 13 __ 12 
13 __ 0 
V 5 1961 
_5 __ l961 
5 _ l'i61 
_ SU!IS AND_AVERAGES -
l4 e 3 1961 
__ 14 ___ 10_ 3 1961. 
__ 14 0 __ 3 __ 1961 
SU!IS AND AVERAGES -
1_5 7 3 1961 
15 11 3 1961 
_ _JL 0 3 1_961 
.2._U_!_S _ __AND AVERAGES -
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
l 
l 
7 
l 
7 
l 
~2 21 0.333 o. 
o. o. o. 
____.!)_,.___ 0 -I 
0.10666504E 0 .0. .0. 
13 16 23 101.0000 --- 63.3489 ___________ _12_,._4901 ------
0.611 17.61041 .244.211 28.556 
13 11 0 89.5000 79.2141 'io81o73 
0.361 'i.18221 220.957 11.401 
13 11 22 30.0000 8_1_,._'}~_5_5 ______________ ___.l.._~_89 _ --
0.233 'i.92933 271.591 21.125 
13 11 36 1i1.oooo &6 .•. n~o _________ i.._e.26_2__ _________ _ 
0.563 o. o. o. 
13 18 11 o. o. ..0.... 
O.l7999818E 01 0.261.1.l!i53E _ _q_2 _______ Q.24562244E 03 o._l'i845630L02 __ 
----------------
13 11 0 28.5000 96.1134 1.3216 I 0.600 2.71955 305.121 4.533 13 17 36 'i5.5000 98.9311 
------
2.8864 
___ , 
0.261 o. o. o. 
13 11 52 o. o. o. 
I 
0.86663818E 00 O. 27195549E 01 0.30512706E 03 0.31380510E 01 
13 11 22 27.0000 7.2099 48.7401 
0.233 -4~ 17734 196.1"2 11.903 
13 17 36 184.5000 8.3113 44.1281 
0.133 o. o. o. 
13 17 44 o. o. o. 
0.36663818E-OO 0.41_?]3386E 01 0.19614226E 03 O. l1393626E 0·2 
-..J 
I.,.) 
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